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The Major Individual Gift (MIG) module has a growing list of features 
and functions integrated throughout the entire Andar/360 product. 

WEALTH PROFILING
Mass-import and append demographic and psychographic infor-
mation about select constituents. Place analytics data fields of in-
terest on your constituent’s dashboard, or combine them with any 
other constituent information using data mining operations.

MOVES MANAGEMENT
Use prospect codes to systematically move prospects from one 
state to another as they are on their way to becoming major gift 
donors. Assign a rating system to evaluate your prospects’ linkage, 
ability, and interests, and view your prospect pipeline, sales funnel, 
and conversion rates.

EXPECTANCY GIFTS
Enter and track expected gifts from constituents without the pa-
perwork usually requested by the finance department. Once the 
gift comes in, a notification is sent out to the finance department 
so they can link the expectancy gift to a real financial transaction.

DASHBOARDS
More than just information displays, system-level dashboards and 
constituent-level dashboards help you summarize, filter, organize 
and customize data, plus they also allow you to perform many 
daily functions such as task and communication management.

DONOR STATISTICS
Regroup data from many areas of Andar/360 into one summary 
panel that contains a brief giving and payment summary, a designa-
tion summary by area, Resource Under Management (RUM) versus 
non-RUM dollars, volunteer involvement and event participation.

SEGMENTATION
Rank constituents based on event participation, volunteer assign-
ments, volunteer hours, RUM dollars, contact relationships, com-
munication entries, touch points, and online visits. Segment these 
rankings into “quintiles” or any other user-defined segments.

WORKFLOWS
Create intelligent workflows with decision points, sub-plans, and 
links to other Andar functions such as data mining, surveys, com-
munications, and touch points. Assign specific tasks to a team, 
and track them to monitor progress and measure productivity.

HOT BUTTONS
Track “must-know” constituent information that all staff should be 
aware of with a Hot Buttons window that automatically pops up 
whenever you visit constituent or its combined givers’ profiles.

STEP-UP PROGRAMS
Commit donors to an annual increase of their gift to reach a leader-
ship level within a prescribed number of years, and report whether 
they are current, short, lapsed, completed, or dropped out.

COMPETITIVE GIFTS
Enter your competitor’s donor lists through MIG and use the infor-
mation to plan your donor acquisition strategy.

GIFT MONTHS
Automatically monitor every donor’s giving pattern and identify 
their preferred month for giving to solicit donors at the right time.

CHANGE MANAGEMENT
Account managers can receive weekly reports of all of their ac-
count changes via email and can have automated emails sent to 
them as large gifts are entered through data entry or are mass-im-
ported through AndarConnector.

MULTI-YEAR CAMPAIGNS
Select specific campaigns for reporting purposes and receive 
summary totals by campaign, and view annual progress as well as 
campaign-to-date totals.

CUSTOM CEO CALL REPORTS 
Build customized reports that contain graphics and print them as 
tri-fold brochures.

AUTOMATED THANK YOU LETTERS
Create different letter template PDFs and send them via email, or 
by traditional mail.

DECEASED CONSTITUENTS
Use a “care of” relationship to forward communications to a surviv-
ing family member and maintain your relationship with the family.

RELATIONSHIP TREE (CIRCLE OF FRIENDS)
Tracking a multitude of relationships between and across organiza-
tions and individual profiles with an easy-to-use relationship tree.

RSS/ATOM NEWSFEED
MIG integrates with online newsfeeds to provide updated infor-
mation about your constituents to your dashboard.
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